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Two hot surgeons.
Four expert hands.
The possibilities are endless.
 
It was my first day at work as a nurse.
I tried to be professional.
Care for the patients. Learn from the doctors.
But I just couldn't concentrate.
My two new bosses were hot as hell.
Dirty.
Demanding.
Dangerously sinful.
By lunch time, they had me blushing.
By the afternoon, they had me begging.
I really shouldn't... right?
I'm supposed to look after the patients, not the surgeons.
But I want them.
Both of them.
Me in the middle.
Writhing and moaning.
So tonight after work, when the doctors order me to remove my clothing...
I'll do my best not to disappoint.
 
 Do I have to choose?
 Or is a throuple relationship just what the doctor ordered...

  
Double Doctors is a stand-alone novel of 80000 words. It includes 2 bonus novels for your enjoyment.

Candy Stone. N@ughty romance for good girls.
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From Reader Review Double Doctors: An MFM Menage Romance
for online ebook

Rebecca Grove says

Brooke is just starting her dream job working as a nurse for a couple plastic surgeons. The partners are Jake
and Mark who have been best friends for a long time. Both of the doctors are attracted to Brooke and lots of
heavy flirting is happening Both doctors want to date her but Brooke is drawn to both. After trying to pick
for a while, Brooke decides to ask for what she really wants. She proposes to Jake and Mark that they try to
have a threesome and become a throuple. Jake and Mark are floored and think long and hard about their
decision. They have never shared before and wish she could just pick one of them. They finally decide to
give it a try but to keep it under wraps to protect their reputation while they are just starting out. However the
news of their relationship leaks out and they have to decide if their happiness as a throuple is worth the hit to
their image.
This is a good book with some passionate scenes. I voluntarily received a copy of this story and this is my
honest review.

Jenny Brightman Harris says

I received this book with the understanding that I could leave a voluntary and honest review.

In this book we meet Brooke, Mark, and Jake. Brooke is looking forward to working in a new job. What she
didn't plan on was how hot her two bosses are. Mark and Jake like to play and when they do it is fast and
hard but where they can walk away when they are done. One look at their new nurse though has them
thinking about more than a one and done. Can they all have something more or will it all blow up in their
faces faster than they can say done?

This is a super hot book that will have you hooked from the first word to the very end. There are some ups
and downs I really want to tell you about but don't want to ruin the story for anyone else. I will say make
sure you have something cool near by or can get a cold shower in because this book will have you reaching
for one of those. I would highly recommend this book to anyone and everyone.

Dita says

3.5 hot docs stars.

Ooooh this is different than MFM books I've read. This one isn't just abput two hot doctors and smart sexy
nurse having an MFM romance, these character unfamiliar with the MFM or Throuple, so this is what makes
it interesting.
I can feel their struggles and frustrations about this unfamiliar kind of relationship.
There's a lot of hotness and drama, although I felt it's a bit choppy, I still enjoying it.

As for characters, well who can say no to two hot doctors, they're best friends so I can feel how stress they
are and totally understand their hesitations.



And Brooke, this girl is really confusing, sometimes she shows her insecurities and just want to run away
and other times she's so confidence and ready to face everything, and I kinda dislike her when she's easily
jumping from one man to other man, even when she's in dilemma afterwards.
I wished there's more connection and more of the develop of the relationship between these three though, I
want more of the change from insta-lust to deep love.

If you love a different kind of MFM romance with two hot doctors, this one is for you.

*I voluntarily received a review copy of this book

Dolores says

I received this book for Free to Give My True & Honest Review

This is my first book of Candy Stone I have Read & oh mfg is this a VERY HOT LOVE STORY between a
Throuple there ever has been EVEN HOTTER than Alice May Ball's Hit Men trilogy & that's saying
something. I loved the 3 main characters New Nurse Brooke to Plastic Surgeons Mark Sawyer & Jake Teller.
These 2 great surgeons we see aren't just great at their work but they are HOT as hell single straight best
mates.
So when Brooke starts there & they see what a fantastic, empathetic nurse & person she is, these 2 men want
to get to know her & she like wise BUT we see that they JUST don't want to get to know her they WANT
her & she them but we see that she has to try racy one to see who to choose, NOT expecting the outcome that
she felt she had to take & this outcome didn't sit well with either of these Hunky Diva.
So here is where we see & hear what each of them feel & decide to do & IF what they decide to do WORK
OUT for them....
I did have a couple of niggly negatives & that's we hear Brooke & her best friend say to each other some
information they would have said at the time of the situation at the time not months/ years later. And even
though the ending was alright I would've loved to have seen more of what becomes of them, but that's just
me being soppy

Warning Don't Forget something to COOL you down ??????

♥?Fantasy Land Blog Book Reviewer♥? says

3-31/2 stars

This book is a different kind of MFM. It was like reading a soap opera. It was soooo long! I never thought I
would say this but the book was so wordy! Even after these people decide to be together in a throuple there is
still more talking! I was falling asleep. I mean yes this book is nice in a romantic way, these people do have a
story to tell and I liked it. But there is just to much story to tell. I couldn't finish it so I will assume they
stayed together as a throuple. I voluntarily read an advance reader copy for my honest review.



Rita says

This is the first book from Candy Stone that I’ve read and I all I’ll say is that can’t wait to read more!

The characters Jake, Mark & Brooke are all well written and really bring the story to life.

Two hot-shot plastic surgeons - Jake and Mark, best friends who run a very successful business and in comes
their new nurse - Brooke.

When they meet, it’s instant, off-the-charts chemistry and both Jake and Mark wanted Brooke.

It starts with them trying to better each other, to get Brooke to go for them, but when they realise Brooke
actually wants them both (as she has a major problem she really attracted to both men and can’t choose),
albeit a bit reluctant at first, as neither wanted to share - this is not the normal ménage romance as none of
them have ever been in this situation or type of relationship. But they soon realise that they would lose her if
they didn’t agree to her choice

With hot as h€ll guys, plenty of steamy scenes and great chemistry and interaction with each other, it’s a
must read!

I voluntarily Reviewed an Advance Reader Copy of this book

Veronica LaRoche says

Brooke is excited to finally have her dream job and her two bosses are sexy AF. Who wouldn’t drool over 2
sexy surgeons. Mark & Jake are best friends and both want Brooke, but when she asks to have them both,
they just can’t see it ever happening. But they can’t seem to stay away. I liked Brooke, Mark & Jake together
especially all the bantering they did. The story flowed and the sex was Hot. Great story and great characters.

I voluntarily reviewed this Advanced Reader Copy of this book

Judy says

This is a MFM story about Mark, Jake and Brooke. Mark and Jake are best friends who are very successful
plastic surgeons and Brooke is a nurse who is hired by the hot and sexy doctors. Brooke can not believe she
is finally going to working her dream job. Jake has had his heart stomped on by his ex and is reserved with
his heart and Mark is a man who enjoys a causal relationships with a different woman any night if the week.
The three of them have a history of their parents not being good parents. Sadly Brooke has an ex that really
did a number on her and it’s affected her ability to let others in. The attraction to one another is pretty strong
along with the chemistry. Will Brooke be able to decide which doctor she wants even when they demand she
pick one? Brooke has a date with each and can not really pick one over the other. Can they find their way
into a unusual three way relationship or are the guys to set in having Brooke all by themselves? Brooke has a
hard time and feels that her heart has been broken by the two and tries to move on. Will Brooke’s happiness



mean more to them or will they all go on unhappy? I voluntarily reviewed an Advanced Reader Copy of this
book.

Armenia says

Throuple….so appealing, so sexy

Smart, feisty, Brooke Foley gets the job of a lifetime; to work in plastic surgery at Teller-Sawyer Plastic
Surgery. Other than the usual cosmetic enhancements, the firm also helps children needing specialized
plastic surgery. It’s the added bonus Brooke has always dreamed doing in the field as a nurse. It’s what she
has strived to do since having needed facial surgery herself from an early childhood accident.

But keeping it professional becomes a problem when her bosses are two, sexy surgeons who are business
partners, as well as, best friends since college, and both take an interest in Brooke. The attraction is instant
for Jake Teller and Mark Sawyer. Though best friends, they are opposites in every way. Brooke isn’t able to
resist either one because together the chemistry is off the chart. She wants both men as they make such a
dynamic trio. But there are lots of hurdles these three need to make their relationship work as a “throuple.”
Fast paced, lots sexy times and a bit of drama. I voluntarily reviewed an advanced copy of this book.

Kristy Watson says

ARC Review

Oh my where should I start. This was a great story about 2 surgeons who are best friends and their newly
hired nurse. Brooke gets her dream job at their practice. She seems to click so well with them. She starts
having feelings for them. Once she sleeps with Mark things change. The guys start acting jealous of one
another and take it out on her. Now they want her to make a decision and decided who she wants. She is
going out of her mind trying to choose. Then her best friend Kar comes to the rescue. Kar suggest a
Throuple. So she explains it to the guys and they think she is crazy. Now their friendship is on the outs over
Brooke. Brooke finally gives them her decision that she will not choose. It’s both of them or no one. So now
the ball is in there court. The guys choose not to do the Throuple. To see what happened after that read the
book.

Sony says

This is a new to me author so when I read what this was about I thought, this could be good. Well I was
wrong, it was better than great! Holy hotness! Brooke is one lucky nurse, not only does she have her dream
job she not one but two sexy as all get out bosses. Mark and Jake are best friends, plastic surgeons, and
business partners. Things start to heat up when both Mark and Jake are attracted to their nurse, Brooke; but
Brooke can’t decide who she wants to date, she finds both men attractive in his own way. What’s a girl to
do? I enjoyed this story, the relationship Mark and Jake already have and the relationship that developed
between the three of them. This was a hard book to put down, well written and the sexy scenes were oh so
HOT! You should check it out if you like dirty little reads.



***I voluntarily reviewed this ARC for an honest review via the author, this is my honest opinion and has
not been influenced by the author or Publishers in anyway.***

Marbea E. Logan says

I can't say I've ever wanted a throuple relationship, but I've wanted a threesome with identical twins(men).
But you do you Brooke, Jake, and Mark. I think it's important for everyone in a relationship to be happy and
secure with themselves and significant others. Everybody don't matter, it's not there life to determine your
happiness or what's best for you. Love me for who I am or step the hell off. I'm glad this throuple wasn't
something half hazard thrown around in the story. The idea wasn't organic and the thought made the couples
life pretty dramatic emotionally. I really don't care for multiple partner stories, but this story had substances
and a great storyline of characters to back it up. It wasn't all about the sex, but the sex did play a great role
for one of the characters in a facetious way.

Heidy says

Brooke just landed her dream job. Mark and Jack are the plastic surgeons she will be working with. Mark is
a playboy who has never had a long-term relationship. Jack is gun-shy of relationships since his divorce. His
ex-wife did a number on him. All three have some sort of parental issues from their past. Brooke has other
issues from high school she has not really dealt with either. They are all three attracted to one another.
Brooke cannot decide between the two. Sex one on one with they boys is phenomenal. But, how would it be
as a threesome? Would Mark and Jack be willing to share Brooke in a trio-relationship? Only one way to
find out. You will have to read this book and see what Mark and Jack are willing to do and not do, to make
Brooke happy. Will love prevail and heal the past for all of them? An incredible read that hooked me from
the beginning. Amazing sex and hotness. The chemistry between the three is amazing. I highly recommend
this book. I voluntarily reviewed an advanced reader copy of this book.

Sandy Kelly says

This is a brand new author to me but it sounded good so I thought why not? It's about 2 doctor's named Jake
and Mark. They are best friends who also own a plastic surgery practice together. Jake doesn't really date
since his wife walked out on him. Mark has hook ups with women without any sort of relationship. The have
just hired a new nurse named Brooke. Brooke is very excited about this job as it's what she has dreamed of
doing since she had to have surgery of her own. But the issue is she is attracted to both Mark and Jake.
Whereas Jake and Mark do want her to but not to share her. They each want her for their own.

This was a slightly different take on Menage than I am used to reading. Usually the men are already into that
sort of relationship and they have to explain it to the woman. In this instance none of the parties involved
have ever been in that type of relationship and had never even imagined being in one like this. I really liked
Jake and Mark, yes they both have issues but the fact that they know they have issues and decide to work
through them and towards what would make them happy was great. I liked parts of Brooke. She was sweet
and funny. But there was a part that I didn't like her. She gets what she wants and then seems to blames
others when she has to face the consequences of it. I didn't like that at all about her! But once she got her



head out of her butt and they worked everything out? It was a really good book! I enjoyed it!

Raecharmed says

Jake and Mark are plastic surgeons and best friends. Mark is a playboy that doesn't do real relationships. Jake
hasn't been serious about anyone since his ex wife. Brooke is a nurse they just recently hired to work at their
practice. Both men are attracted to her and agree they shouldn't act on it however that doesn't stop them from
flirting with her. Brooke is attracted to both of her bosses and is worried about her job if she does anything
with either of them. Things quickly change for all three as they have dinners together and the more time they
are with each other the more the attraction grows. The guys want Brooke to choose but she has a better
suggestion. For them to share her and become a throuple. The men agree but after one time together they
don't think they can continue. Will Brooke get her men? Will Jake and Mark go their separate ways?

This was an amazing story. The chemistry between Jake, Brooke and Mark is scorching hot. I couldn't put
this book down until the end and was still left wanting more. I would recommend this to any of my book
friends its a must read.

I voluntarily read and reviewed this book.


